D ATA S H E E T

Context-Driven Vulnerability
Detection and Prioritization
See Everything, Prioritize Risk & Remediate Faster.

The challenge
When it comes to network security in today’s environment, certain facts are indisputable:

•

All corporate networks are operating with hundreds or even thousands of open
vulnerabilities

•

Patching any single vulnerability can be time-consuming, and can disrupt
otherwise-functioning systems

•

Patching all vulnerabilities is unrealistic

To learn more about how
Secureworks can reduce
your network’s risk of
compromise practically
and efficiently, visit us at
secureworks.com

The solution
Fortunately, another fact is also indisputable:
All vulnerabilities are not created equal
Many tools can provide an endless list of vulnerabilities. You need one that can tell you
which ones to address, and in which order.

That’s where Secureworks comes in
Context is King
Other vulnerability prioritization tools base their scores on the Common Vulnerability Scoring
System (CVSS). For Secureworks, the CVSS score is only the beginning. Secureworks
develops its vulnerability risk score by applying an AI engine to 40+ different factors, half
external to the enterprise (e.g., which vulnerabilities other Secureworks users are
prioritizing), and half internal (e.g., is the IT asset connected to the network or multiple
devices on its sub-net). So, you don’t just get a “high/medium/low” designation based on a
generic, context-blind CVSS score, you get a numbered, immediately actionable list.

About Secureworks
Secureworks® (NASDAQ: SCWX) is a global cybersecurity leader that protects customer progress with
Secureworks® Taegis™, a cloud-native security analytics platform built on 20+ years of real-world
threat intelligence and research, improving customers’ ability to detect advanced threats, streamline
and collaborate on investigations, and automate the right actions. www.secureworks.com
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